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Holiday Traditions

This year many of us are sticking closer to home and having smaller, quieter Holidays.
However, that doesn’t mean we can’t still enjoy the many rich traditions of the holidays.
Hanging stockings, filling shoes with candy, lighting the menorah, making milk punch or
egg nog, and stringing popcorn and cranberries are a few of the traditions we keep.
Many search out and cut down their own tree while others enjoy the lights of an artificial
tree filled with memorable ornaments. Did you know the Christmas tree tradition dates
back to ancient Egypt and Roman? Click to read the history:
https://www.history.com/topics/christmas/history-of-christmas-trees
The Christmas pickle is a lesser-known tradition for some Americans.
An ornament in the shape of a pickle like the one shown in the photo is hung and hidden
on the tree. Whoever finds the pickle gets a special present or is said to have good
fortune for the following year. There are lots of opinions on how this interesting tradition
was started. Click to read more:
https://www.whychristmas.com/customs/christmaspickle.shtml
A long standing New England tradition is to eat fish chowder on Christmas Eve. Penny
Wilson grew up coming to Higgins Beach and her family is well known for their fish
https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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chowder. Many years ago, Higgins Beach was fortunate to have its own fish monger,
Harold. He made his way up and down every street with his little truck bed loaded with
fresh fish; he was quite a character but he was most appreciated by those planning to eat
fish and the seafood chowder for dinner!
Penny recalls, “from the time we were little kids, all packed up and on our way to Higgins,
excitement grew once we passed over the bridge from Portsmouth into York knowing what
awaited us less than an hour away....grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and friends, to
say nothing of the beach, lobsters, clams and chowder! It wasn’t too long after getting
settled that the cooks were in the kitchen and wonderful meals were in the works.”
This family recipe was never written down; however, Penny shared the version she
learned at her mother’s Lib Atherton’s knee.
Fish Chowder
*Place 1 1/2-2 lbs. of fresh haddock or cod in a pot.
*Cover the fish with water, add salt to water and bring it to a gentle simmer.
*Let the fish simmer just until cooked. Haddock won’t take longer than 10 minutes, if that.
Cod is a firmer fish, which may take a few minutes more.
*Slide off the heat and remove fish to a bowl.
*Use fish water to cook 4-5 pared potatoes cut into large dices and add one onion which
has been cut in half and and thinly sliced.
*Taste liquid at this point to make sure it’s salty enough to cook potatoes. Add water if
necessary to just barely cover vegetables.
* Keep at a low boil until potatoes are cooked ( approx. 8-10 min.)Sample.
* Add 1 Quart of whole milk and bring back to a low simmer, but do not boil.
* Flake and add the fish just before serving.
* To serve, stir in 2T. of butter and adjust for salt. Add pepper, if desired.
* Serve piping hot with Oysterette crackers at the table.
(Please note that some in my family prefer to sauté the onions in a bit of salt pork and
use Half and Half as well as milk for a richer chowder. There are as many ways as there
are cooks to make chowder...and it’s always best the second day, if there’s any left over!)
Whatever your holiday traditions, we hope this year your Holidays are merry and bright.

Book Club

https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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The Higgins Beach Book Club, chaired by Barbara Bombaci, and the book selection
committee thought it would break up the winter season with a ZOOM book club session.
Join us in reading The Exiles. Christina Baker Kline, born in England but raised in Maine
(author of The Orphan), has a new book, The Exiles. It is a historical fiction novel
following the lives of four women (three convicts and one Aboriginal girl) in 19th century
Australia.

Join us
Friday January 15th 10:30 am EST
Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86054618542

Just click on the link above on the 15th or reply to RSVP to mshapiro@me.com and get
a reminder and link sent to you before the call. Please call or email
mshapiro@me.com, 214/232/3728 with questions or concerns

HIGGINS BEACH ASSOCIATION UPDATES
HBA Holiday Donation to Project Grace

https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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Because we were unable to host the fundraising Auction this summer, the HBA made a
donation to Project Grace, Below is a thank you from HB resident and Executive Director
of Project Grace, Steffi Cox.
On behalf of the Project GRACE Board of Directors and volunteers, a very grateful thanks
to the Higgins Beach Association for your generous gift of $2,000. We especially want to
recognize the HBA board and many Higgins Beach neighbors who support our cause in
so many ways.
Thanks to this leadership gift from the HBA, our neighbors experiencing tough times won’t
have to choose between heating their homes, prescription medicines, or nutritious food for
the family. Most of your gift will be put towards fuel assistance to help our neighbors keep
their homes warm during the winter – last year was a busy season with over 7,500 gallons
of oil, propane, and K1 and several cords of firewood delivered to neighbors all over town.
Gifts like yours also allow us to leverage matching support for our community nutrition
projects, including milk, lunches, and fresh fruit for school children and fresh eggs for
seniors and families visiting the food pantry. You can keep an eye on our progress at
www.projectgracemaine.org
This Thanksgiving, thanks to sponsors like the HBA, the 5th Annual Community
Thanksgiving Dinner served up 1,300 delicious traditional holiday dinners, prepared by
Chef Peter Esposito (we've all enjoyed Peter's delicious haddock suppers at the
clubhouse). The holiday dinners were served curbside by the Scarborough Police
https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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Department and volunteers, and included fresh roasted turkey and gravy with all the
traditional sides of stuffing, mashed potatoes, green bean casserole, squash grown by a
local farmer, and choice of pies for dessert. On Thanksgiving Day police officers braved
the cold and rain to deliver meals to those unable to pick up their to-go dinners. The HBA
is all about celebrating community, and we think it's fitting that your gift could help so many
people this holiday season; we could still celebrate together, even if we had to stretch a bit
to pass the cranberry sauce!
The Higgins Beach Association’s concern for the community is a priceless gift indeed, and
we are privileged to have so many lovely friends at Higgins Beach.
With gratitude,
Steffi Cox, Executive Director, Project GRACE

Send your parade theme ideas!
As winter approaches, let’s lift our spirits, think of warmer beach weather and the 4th of
July. As chair of this year’s Higgins Beach July 4th celebration, I would like to get your
ideas for the Parade theme. Please submit your suggestions for the parade theme to
Higginsbeachassociation@gmail.com extended until January 30, 2021. The HBA Board
will make a decision on the theme at their first meeting in 2021.
Although there are many community members who have historically (and will continue to)
volunteer to help with the parade, the cooking & serving at the BBQ and with set up or
clean up, we also welcome new volunteers! Let us know if you are interested.....either by
phone or email. L ooking forward to hearing from you.
Diane Garofalo
Dmgarofalo@gmail.com
207-831-9864

HBA Civic Committee December Update
It’s not too late to educate yourself about the Comprehensive Plan update! The
Comprehensive Plan is “the official blueprint for long term, responsible change in
Scarborough” (Scarborough Comp Plan page 7). As such, it has a major impact on
Scarborough residents and taxpayers, guiding decisions regarding growth and capital
improvements for the next 10 years which, in turn, will impact both quality of life and tax
rates. As you may remember, the Planning Department started the process to update the
current Comprehensive Plan (dated 2006) in 2017 with a series of public meetings. The
draft plan was presented to the public in 2018. Based on feedback from the public, the
Plan was significantly revised and can be found here:
https://www.scarboroughmaine.org/departments/planning-andcodes/planning/projects/comprehensive-plan/
All aspects of the Plan have the potential to impact Higgins Beach life, and we encourage
you to familiarize yourself with it. Don’t be daunted by the length (170 pages), it reads
fairly quickly. Of particular relevance to Higgins Beach is the section found on page 161
“Address Sea Level Rise Vulnerabilities”. In addition, during the community input
workshop sessions (now over), members of the HB Community spoke out against the
Plan’s designation of Higgins Beach as a “growth sector”, and according to the discussion
at the latest Long Range Planning Committee meeting, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DaqAy4bpv-Y&list=PLEhiWBadmylO-6tL2g9D1j7vSMZlB3rjs that request appears to
have been favorably received by the Planning Department.
https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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The Planning Department has now moved on to revising the document. They hope to
present the revised plan to the Town Council by mid-January. If you have comments or
concerns, you can email Jay Chace , Director of Planning, at
jchace@scarboroughmaine.org and Jean Marie Caterina, Town Councilor, at
jcaterina@scarboroughmaine.org. Be aware that the public input sessions are over and
that revisions are underway, so sooner is certainly better than later for any last minute
comments you may have. There will still be an opportunity for public comment when the
Plan is presented to the Town Council, but your best chance to influence the content of the
Plan would be to comment while the Planning Department is working on the revisions.
Happy Reading!

COMMUNITY CORNER

https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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Beach Conservation Effort
Thanks to a gracious group of Higgins Beach volunteers, a community effort has begun to
“Trap Sand” and save a dune. Over time it is our hope nature will incrementally
accumulate some additional sandy volume to repair the erosion. Watching the attached
video is a real life example of what can be done now at the community level at a minimum
cost. It is a simple, yet creative system to conserve and protect our shoreline and beaches
in Scarborough for the next generation ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WhIeGvG8caw) and reading about the Ogunquit 2015 success, it felt good to try
something with a hands-on approach. We all want some version of the same thing; to
leave an enjoyable place for tomorrow's young people.
This Higgins Beach Community effort was spearheaded by Vin Bombaci; he funded the
purchase of the cedar shims, the Prescott family donated the explanatory signs and Dave
Stahelski, Glennis Chabot and Gina Day recruited the following group of hard working
https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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volunteers; Ellen Bankert, Maggie Bankert, Tristan Bennett, Larry Cain, Roger Chabot,
Susan Cook, Colleen Donlan, Bill Donovan, Scott Eager, David Fillinger, Linda Freeman,
William Hart, Patti League, Anna Maenhart, Gretchen Mikeska, Sue Naiden, Peter
Naiden,Tom Prescott, Cindy Prescott, Barbara Price, Kathy Stahelski, Mark Westenelt and
anyone else we may have missed. All of the help was appreciated.
The project was more than a pleasant hour of collective labor. We realize this
experimental attempt may not work and/or it may need several repeated repairs and restarts, but it is a beginning. “At least we might slow down the coming disaster that’s on the
horizon. When you’re dealing with climate change and the ocean, it can seem like a losing
battle. But to do nothing in the meantime is not an option,” said organizer Vin
Bombaci. An additional gratifying result of our initial effort is that we’re now getting support
from Mike Shaw, SPW, Peter Slovinsky, State of Maine marine geologist, Gordon
Peabody, Safe Harbor, and from Jay Chace, Scarborough Planning Director.
We will keep you posted on future opportunities to assist on this venture.

5G IS COMING TO A NEIGHBORHOOD NEAR YOU
from Alyson Bristol

An example of one the SWF designs, this one on Gorham Road,
In recent months, you have no doubt seen mobile phone provider TV ads announcing the
arrival of 5G cellular networks. As wireless data usage continues to expand, providers
must find new technologies to keep up with consumer demand for more speed and data
capacity. One way is by the deployment of “small cell” wireless facilities (“SWFs”), which
refers to both a smaller coverage area and the smaller size of the infrastructure. SWF
antennas are deployed to buildings, rooftops, and other structures such as utility and light
poles in the public rights-of-way accompanied by mounted equipment boxes the size of a
large refrigerator. SWF coverage areas are reported to be between one-tenth to a quarter
of a mile. Each provider would require a dedicated location (e.g. Verizon and AT&T would
not share equipment or a location). With utility or light poles, each provider’s SWF would
be collocated on an existing pole or the provider would install a dedicated pole as needed
to meet SWF height requirements or other performance standards. If collocating on an
https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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existing pole, the provider first secures permission from the owner of the desired pole (e.g.
CMP). Once permission has been given, providers then get a municipal permit if a local
ordinance is in place. Without an ordinance, only an electrical permit is required from the
town. SWFs can be installed on poles in the public rights-of-way without the advance
notification or permission of the abutting property owner.
Millions of SWF antennas are anticipated to be deployed nationwide in the next few years,
with federal and state legislation by enlarge preempting municipal authority. In June 2019,
Maine adopted An Act to Facilitate the Deployment of Small Wireless Facilities in Maine,
which includes the following provision: “Notwithstanding any zoning or land use ordinance
to the contrary, a small wireless facility must be permitted use within the public right-ofway, subject to permitting requirements and duly adopted nondiscriminatory conditions
otherwise applicable to permitted uses within the municipality and consistent with state
and federal law…”. On the federal level, FCC guidelines favor the telecom industry, but
do allow a limited standard of design aesthetics and protections for historic and scenic
resources. While local governments can’t issue blanket denial for placing 5G antennas in
a given area, specific placement can be denied if there is a reasonable alternative (all
subject to legal interpretation).
In the last year, telecom providers have proposed the deployment of SWFs in
Scarborough, triggering the need to adopt a SWF Ordinance to codify performance
standards and permitting fees. Earlier this year, a draft was presented to the Town’s
Ordinance Committee and sent to Town Council for review. Based on input from
concerned citizens at the April 15 Town Council public hearing, the draft was sent back to
Ordinance Committee for further review. Concerns included:
Protecting the visual character of ecological sensitive and scenic resources, historic
properties
Maintaining aesthetics consistent with neighborhood characteristics
Establishing a required distance from residential structures (RF microwave radiation
emissions) and separation between SWFs
Establishing height limitations for collocated and new SWF structures
Establishing maximum noise emissions
Abutter notification
Subsequent Ordinance Committee meetings have included public comment by concerned
Scarborough residents, as well as by Jim Cohen, a Verrill attorney representing Verizon
and a consortium of wireless providers, and Washington DC lobbyist representing a trade
association for the wireless industry. Only Lewiston has adopted a SWF Ordinance in
Maine thus far, so clearly the industry is interested in influencing how Scarborough’s
ordinance is drafted as it will set precedent in the state. In the meantime, SWFs have
already been installed in Scarborough, including at the entrance to Oak Hill Plaza and
near The Oaks Apartments on Gorham Road. It is anticipated that SWFs will first be
deployed in commercial and/or highly populated areas, with residential deployment as the
next phase to be rolled out in the not-too-distant future.
To follow progress on the SWF Ordinance and how it might impact Higgins Beach, check
the Calendar on the home page of the Town of Scarborough’s website for inclusion on
agendas for upcoming Ordinance Committee and Town Council meetings. Town
Councilor Betsy Gleysteen has taken interest in the concerns of Scarborough residents
and a deep dive into the complexities of federal, state and local SWF regulation. She
would be happy to receive input and/or discuss any questions/concerns any resident
might have, and can be reached by phone directly at 206-619-0211

Holiday Lights, Shining Bright at Higgins....

https://clt1264036.bmeurl.co/B8BA5EF
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Have anything you would like to share with the HBA? Know of any
weddings, babies, fun beach history or Higgins traditions?
Please share by emailing
higginsbeachassociation@gmail.com

HBA Website
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